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ADDITIVO SANIPLUS -ADDI19SHygienizing additive for solvent-based And Uv curable lacquers

¤Description
ADDITIVO SANIPLUS -ADDI19S- is a special additive formulated
with silver ions, that, when added to solvent-based and UV
curable lacquers creates a mechanical barrier with hygienizing
action. ADDITIVO SANIPLUS -ADDI19S- doesn't alter any of the
lacquer's properties (hardness, gloss level, viscosity and both
mechanical and chemical resistances, etc). Certiﬁed according to
ISO 22196.

¤Characteristics
Maximum mixing ratio

2%

Storage stability

1 year (3)

Packaging

0,5 L

3

in original sealed containers at temperatures between +10°C and +25°C

¤How to use
Shake well before use. Add 2% of ADDITIVO SANIPLUS -ADDI19Sinto solvent based and UV curable lacquers.

¤Label elements
· Harmful if inhaled.· Causes damage to organs through prolonged or
repeated exposure.· Causes serious eye damage.· May cause an allergic skin
reaction.· Very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting eﬀects.
· IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove
contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing.· Wear protective
gloves / protective clothing / eye protection / face protection.· Immediately
call a POISON CENTER or doctor / physician.· Avoid release to the
environment.·
Contents:3-IODO - 2PROPINIL BUTILCARBAMMATO ;

¤Web link
Be sure to have the latest version of this technical data sheet
downloadable also from the following link:

http://www.chimiver.com/tds/EN_ADDITIVO_SANIPLUS_-ADDI19S-.pdf

These information are given from the best of our knowledge and technical experience. They are of general character and not binding in any way our company. Every single case should
be put to a pratical test by the user who assumes the full responsability of the ﬁnal result of his work.
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